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1 Flynn’s Taxonomy
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Given is a simple computer with a main memory that is capable to hold two arrays A and B
with n entries each. The CPU has two registers (Reg(0) and Reg(1)) and is able to perform
one operation (load, store, add, mult) per clock tick.

The following program computes A(2) = A(3) + 2 ·B(5):

1 load B(5), Reg (0)

2 load 2, Reg (1)

3 mult

4 load A(3), Reg (1)

5 add

6 store Reg(0), A(2)

Please note, that this exercise has a more theoretical character!

a) The memory holds the vectors A,B ∈ IRn, n = 6. Write a program that computes
2A+B and stores the result in A.

b) To what type of computer does the architecture belong according to Flynn’s taxonomy?

c) The CPU is added a second pair of registers (Reg(2) and Reg(3)). Furthermore, there
is an operation add2 computing “Reg(0) added Reg(1)” and “Reg(2) added Reg(3)”



in one clock cycle. The result values are stored in Reg(0) and Reg(2). Rewrite the
application using add2 and compare the number of clock cycles required. Is there a
computer available nowadays that supports such operations? To what type of computer
does such an architecture belong according to Flynn’s taxonomy?

d) The original computer is added a second CPU with two registers. Rewrite the pro-
gram. To what type of computer does such an architecture belong according to Flynn’s
taxonomy?

e) Suppose, the CPU (the original one with two registers) is able to handle large instruc-
tions, i.e., two operations per cycle as long as they do not use the same resources/oper-
ation. This means the combination

1 load B(5), Reg (0) and load A(2), Reg (1)

is not supported since both operations would use the main memory. On the other hand

1 mult and load B(4), Reg (1)

is allowed. Rewrite your program and count the number of clock cycles required. What
standard computer architectures support such operations?

2 Parallel Programming Paradigms

a) Define the term Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD). To what type of computer
architecture according to Flynn do such applications fit? Compare SPMD to SIMD.

b) In exercise 1, the simple computer was made a shared memory machine. Define the
terms “shared memory” and “distributed shared memory”.

3 MPI Application Structure

Below is a very simple MPI application. Try to run this example and identify the semantics
and the syntax conventions of the five different MPI commands.

1 int main ( int argc , char* argv []) {

2 int myrank , nproz;

3

4 MPI_Init( &argc , &argv );

5 MPI_Comm_size( MPI_COMM_WORLD , &nproz );

6 MPI_Comm_rank( MPI_COMM_WORLD , &myrank );

7

8 MPI_Barrier( MPI_COMM_WORLD );

9 MPI_Finalize ();

10

11 return 0;

12 }



4 A First MPI Application

Write a simple application that defines a constant π on the first node in a cluster and, af-
terwards, sends this constant to all other nodes one by one. Use only the MPI operations
MPI Send and MPI Recv.


